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Pablo Who?
Before we get into the saga of Pablo Ferro, let’s establish that you have most likely seen
quite a bit of his work and it is equally as likely that he has unknowingly influenced you or
influenced someone who influenced you.
Below, circle all the movies you have seen and enjoyed.
Bullitt
Harold
and
Maude

The

Men in
Black

That
Thing
You
Do

A

My Big,
Fat,
Greek

Good
Will

Napoleon

You circled at least two. If not, there’s about 75 more films Pablo Ferro was in some way
visually involved with as the title designer, title sequencer, trailer editor, sequence editor, or a
combination of those things. And even if you have never heard of or seen any movie ever made
you still know his work. Close your eyes, but keep reading. Imagine the NBC peacock and its
rainbow tail. The first animated full-colored peacock was Pablo Ferro’s work.
In 2012, several years before Pablo’s death, there was a documentary made by Richard
Goldewicht simply titled Pablo. For many of us who had no idea who this man was or why he
had an entire film made about him, our first impression is that of an old somewhat feeble-looking
man wearing a sweatshirt about three sizes too large with the words “ALMOST GROWN”
printed on it. The hand-written font on the shirt may look oddly familiar to many. For some it is
reminiscent of the font used in the Dr. Strangelove opening credits. For other younger viewers
it also resembles the lettering from the Men in Black franchise or a Talking Heads album cover.
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Pablo’s own handwriting is recognizable by multiple generations because of film titles and title
sequences. This “old man” is a cinematic revolutionary in a trademark red scarf that he has been
wearing since the 60’s. The first version of his emblematic red scarf was knitted by a friend
whose name he had long forgotten. The 1960’s were mostly riddled with blurs for Pablo.
The documentary, narrated by Jeff Bridges and guided along by interviews with relatives,
celebrities and friends, starts by painting Pablo Ferro as a beloved and friendly, creative man
with no shortage of eccentricities. Norman Jewison, a friend and director with whom Pablo
worked a handful of times, is the first to try to explain the artist. Jewison smiles as he tries to sum
up Pablo as “kind of a wild eyed romantic artist. Very bohemian. Gypsy! I had the feeling he was
a bit of a gypsy”. This positive, yet wacky view of this Cuban designer continues throughout the
film as many recount stories they experienced with him and the occasional tale that is perhaps
a little more legend than truth. At the start of the film Pablo’s sisters, Bertha and Flora, describe
Pablo as different than the “demanding” and “unappreciative” men they knew in their family
while growing up. He was always taking their feelings into account. Even as a young man, Pablo
stood out as different from their other male relatives (Goldgewicht).
Pablo Ferro was born in Antilla, Cuba in 1935 and, though unverified, the Pablo
mythology states that he never wore shoes until he left Cuba. In the film Pablo, he tells us that
he was drawing constantly by the time he was five. He simply explains his talents as “I realized
I could draw the tree and it looked like a tree.” Even when recounting the simple stories from his
childhood you can see him remembering his early imagination, which seems to have remained
very bright even many decades later. He also tells a story that explains where his constant drive
to succeed came from. While shucking corn on his family’s farm in Cuba, a scorpion landed on
his toe. His grandfather told him that this only happened because he was moving too slowly and
that he has to “keep moving. If you keep moving, that wouldn’t have happened.” Pablo adds,
“Whether it’s my work or personal, I keep it moving. You keep it more interesting and you won’t
get stung” (Ferro). Through this recounted story we get more insight into Pablo’s view of life and
creativity. To Ferro, a lack of physical and mental movement is dangerous and possibly deadly.
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At age 12, his family moved to New York City. This decision was made when his father’s
political views and ties to political groups threatened himself and the family. Ferro’s sister
explains in the documentary that if their father had not emigrated to the United States, there was
a good chance he would have been imprisoned or killed because of these views and connections.
However, not long after the family began adjusting to their new lives, their father abandoned
them and Pablo became the breadwinner of the family tasked with supporting his mother and
four siblings. Ferro got a job as an usher at a cinema in New York City that only showed foreign
films. Each of the films played for two weeks and teenage Pablo would watch each one over
and over, hypnotized by the creativity and style of filmmakers from around the world. He admits
that he would steal frames of the films to begin to understand how the process worked and how
the frames created the illusion of movement. With these frames and books about animation he
purchased, he and his friends decided to start their own animation studio (Goldgewicht).
Pablo’s first real taste of design and advertising came while he worked at the cinema.
The owner knew about Ferro’s interest in art and asked him for his help to get more people into
the theater for the film Bitter Rice, an Italian film
featuring two criminals working in a rice field
who recruited two more workers to commit a
robbery. Pablo executed his vision for the theater
ticket booth to blow up a pair of women’s legs,
belonging to one of the seductive female leads. He
placed a leg on either side of the ticketing booth.
It appears that after you buy your ticket, you enter
the theater by walking between the woman’s legs
(Goldgewicht). This project hinted at Pablo’s
“over-the-top, larger-than-life” design with some

A still from the documentary Pablo, part interviews and part animated reenactments, showing
young Ferro envisioning his plan for a giant pair
of women’s legs straddling the cinema box office.
This risque advertising drew huge crowds to the
theater’s showings of Bitter Rice and resulted in
a significantly higher number of ticket sales.

sexuality tossed in style beginning to take shape.
Along with animating, Pablo and his friends made comics. While still in his early teens,
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Ferro wrote and drew a comic with a “shocking
ending”. He took this comic to Atlas Comics
where he met and talked with a pre-Marvel Stan
Lee, who told Pablo he couldn’t print it because
it had such a wild ending and the public was not
ready for something so outrageous. However, Lee
offered him three other stories to draw for Atlas.
With the money he made from drawing these
comics, Pablo bought a Bell and Howell camera
to do pencil tests for his animations. Because it
was the early 50’s, Ferro most likely purchased a
“Bell and Howell” camera that would photograph
single frames. By using this, he and his friends
A page from teenage Ferro’s comic that he used
TWICE, years apart, to get jobs. From what I
found, it is about a husband who bowls a lot in
an alley he built in his home and annoys his wife
endlessly with all the noise. In the end, she kills
him and the final frame is her using his severed
head as a bowling ball and his dismembered
limbs as the pins.

would be able to take photos of their drawings in
succession and then project them as animations.
Pablo admitted that once he was out of high
school, he moved on since he didn’t want to do
comics and his intentions were always to be an

animator. Imagine, not even out of high school and he already spent time working for Stan Lee,
but knew he wanted to go further in his career. Obviously, no one knew what Stan Lee would
end up doing, but it shows that Pablo had the energy and drive to keep moving ahead and that he
used each thing he learned to reach his final goal (Ferro; Goldgewicht).
A few years later, Pablo used the same “shocking” comic to get a job at Academy Pictures
to do ink and paint on animation frames. He soon advanced there and ended up as the assistant to
Bill Tytla, a former Disney animator known for his work on Fantasia. Ferro was keen to ask as
many questions as possible to get a better understanding of animation to grow his knowledge and
skills. In the documentary Pablo, Ferro explains that from Tytla and other life-long animators he
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worked alongside, he “Was able to learn from them and make a living.” He is humble enough to
admit that it was not just his talents that helped him achieve success. He recognized that there
were others who made his life possible (Goldgewicht).
It was during his time at Academy Pictures that he met Fred Mogubgub. They got
along well, and Fred became his assistant. Together they moved over to Elektra Films, the top
production company in New York City at the time and worked closely with Abe Liss. Liss
showed them a method of using quick cuts with still photos to create the illusion of movement,
a technique that Ferro will use to begin to define his own style. While at Elektra, Pablo took on
high profile work like animating the first colored NBC peacock (Goldgewicht).

Only a few years into his career, Ferro animated the first full-color peacock logo for NBC. It starts out in
black and white with its tailfeathers rising upwards, but when they reach the apex they become color. They
lower and unfurl into the rainbow of colors we still know today. It appeared on the channel from 1956-62.
The minimalistic design of the animated peacock’s overlapping and transparent feathers begins in black and
white. Upon reaching the apex, they fill with bright (and still overlapping) colors. As they gracefully open
downward, the viewer is presented with a full rainbow of feathers. Ferro used the logo’s transition from
black and white to color to demonstrate NBC’s ability to change with the advancing technology of television.

With a growing portfolio from Academy Pictures and Elektra Films, Ferro and
Mogubgub decided to start their own commercial production company in 1961. They recruited
Lew Shwartz, a salesman with a background in cartooning and producing. The three establish
Ferro, Mogubgub, and Shwartz and eventually their commercial production company inhabits
three floors on 46th and 1st in New York City. There was a constant stream of work for them
from clients such as Campbells, Canada Dry and State Farm (Ferro).
Many of the TV advertisements and spots they produced have notes of Pablo’s personal
style: animation, quick cuts, and unconventional typography dancing around the screen. Using
these components in commercials starts to become popular and was soon a trend.
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FMS created a wide variety of commercials and ads using animation,
montages, and film. The top image is of their commercial. Ferro used
animated “dancing” letters popping up randomly around the screen
to loud instrumental horn blares. It shows how they incorporated
aural and visual to create new and engaging products. The second
still is from a Campbell’s Chicken Noodle Soup ad. It uses traditional animation, but again uses fun and playful lettering paired with
sounds. Using this type of animation helps it appeal to children and
families. The middle image is from a Canada Dry TV commercial.
This one is shot on film to show the fizzing of the product and shape of
the bottle. However, the humor and wackiness of Ferro and the company is easily observed in this ad. Angles are shot to feel like you are
inside the bottle and you see a child licking their lips in anticipation
of the soda. There are balloons, pinwheels, and dynamite attached to
the cardboard six-pack to hint at the light and soft flavor with a big
bite. The second from the bottom image is for some sort of Jamboree.
It is a montage of animations, characters, hand-lettered words, and
art. There are a few occasions where they are even layered on top of
each other to create an effect of how much will be going on at this
event simultaneously. Again, FMS uses sound and motion to create the
excitement one will expect to see at this ride, food, and music extravaganza. The last image is from Channel 13. FMS did a variety of
little clips and commercials for them to fill time and ad space between
shows. These vary from the basics like this image of typography to
some playful ones with quick cuts of a cartoon owl and their Channel
13 logo. One is a montage of human development of air travel and
another is of quotes by famous individuals like Mark Twain, both of
which are paired with music that makes it fun and entertaining for all
ages. These small fillers were likely inserted when the channel had not
sold all the ad time during the show... something which would never
happen today.

The work done by FMS and Pablo attracted the
attention of Stanley Kubrick, who in 1963-64 was finishing
up his war satire Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to
Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb. Kubrick reached out
to Ferro and invited him to London to help him with the
theatrical trailer for his film. Using quick cuts and type, the
trailer was so wacky and new that a theater in Texas even
sold tickets just to see the trailer. Because of this, Kubrick
asked Pablo to stay in London for another 6-7 months to
work on the ad campaign for the film and to create the title
sequence. He offered Ferro and his family a place to live
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and a driver. Pablo decided to stay in London and worked on FMS commercials from across the
Atlantic Ocean while also working with Kubick. The title sequence evolved from a conversation
the two have about the links between humans, machinery, and sexuality and they decided to
use stock footage of a plane refueling midair. The angles and the soft, gentle movements of the
machines are oddly sexual.
The connection of the hose
from one plane to the other
was just one more layer of
potential sexual connotation.
However, Pablo’s problem
to solve was how to show
the opening titles and credits
while also being able to
see the plane footage in the
background. He admitted
that his idea to use thin, tall
letters is literally just from
his doodles. He looked at

The opening credits for Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove significantly help
set the mood for an atomic war satire. A very touchy subject at the
time, the combination of music, images, and titles allow the viewers to
smile and know that this is all going to be one long, smart joke. The
tall hand-written lettering feels simple and childish, but also gives an
impression of man-made and serious. And from this film, many copycats
use the same idea and style even to this day.

them “and thought I’d try that.” That’s all. He also admitted that “he never thought the lettering
[he] did was anything special – the only person that liked it was Stanley.” Kubrick also made
Pablo include his name in the credits for his work, which was something unheard of in the day.
It occurs at the end and seems to be squished into a smaller spot. Yet another moment of Pablo’s
early humility before his Hollywood lifestyle began (Ferro; Goldgewicht).
Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, Pablo still tried to oversee FMS projects, but ultimately
they began to fall apart. Mogubgub went out on his own and floundered as an artist. Soon after
this, Schwartz left. Once they repaid the majority of their debts, Pablo was left with $1000. And
with that money, Pablo Ferro Films was born in 1964. His style and talents were in high demand
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This is Ferro’s complex and intricate hand-drawn
plan breakdown for the Burlington Mills 10 second
interweaving lines shot. In it, horizontal and vertical
lines slide in, overlapping to create a crosshatch pattern. The camera pans out and we watch the pattern
grows and grows. As you can see, he took a lot of
time diagraming out this short, but pain-staking spot.
On the bottom, you can see that he notes that this
ran until the ’80s, so this plan was redrawn 20 years
afterward. Did he copy it from an old original? Did
he spend the time redrawing it from memory and sign
and date it like it was a piece of his art? He included an explanation of how he shot and animated the
parts. Then, how he made the composite for the final
commercial. And he even included the steps of how to
splice film together with a razor blade and tape.

for special projects and commercials looking to have that “new thing” look. He soon became a
“darling of Madison Avenue” even though, according to Pablo’s son Allen, the ad executives in
this Mad Men era were, “disarmed and seduced” by Pablo who showed up in boardrooms with
beads, braids, and a headband. They were a bit uncomfortable to meet someone who was honest
about their products (Ferro).
Ferro’s notoriety allowed him to search the depths of his imagination and use
experimental styles and methods for mainstream commercials, including an animation he created
for the Burlington Mills logo that lasted for 20 years, well into the 80’s. The project was, in his
words “... just something that I was experimenting with music and film.” The diagram above
shows the levels of detail and intricacies involved in filming this spot (Ferro).
For Norman Jewison’s film The Russians are Coming, the Russians are Coming, Pablo
and Jewison concocted an opening which blends the US flag and Yankee Doodle with the
Russian flag and the Red Army chorus. The film premiere was attended by the Vice President,
diplomats, members of Congress, and Supreme Court judges. The opening title sequence
received a round of applause, a complete surprise to Ferro and Jewison (Goldgewicht). This was
the tipping point in his life when Pablo Ferro became more known in the Hollywood circles.
The demand for his skills and abilities grew. He would need to spend more time working. With
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the work came more mingling and
meeting and partying with the popular
and famous of 1960’s Hollywood
(Goldgewicht).
As with many people at the time,
Ferro was seduced by Hollywood and
its 60’s lifestyle of sex and drugs. This
caused quite a bit of tension between
Pablo and his wife; they split not long
after the birth of his daughter, Joy. Ferro
moved into a NYC loft. This freedom
The opening of Jewison’s The Russians Are Coming, The
Russians Are Coming is an animated back and forth visual
and audio battle. The flags take turns sliding and jumping
into the frame, pushing the other out. Each country’s music
interrupts and overtakes the other. It’s too sensitive a topic to
be a straight comedy, but the opening sets up a feeling too fun
and playful to be serious. Similar to what Ferro did with Dr.
Strangelove, the opening sequence helps the viewer prepare
for what kind of tone the rest of the film will carry.

allowed him to have extravagant ongoing
parties the memories of which sound
so over-the-top and unrealistic, they’re
probably true. He befriended people
like Any Warhol, Yoko Ono, Jon Voight,

Robert Downey Sr., among many others. Quite a few of the stories go beyond an R-rating, but
there is one story that sets the stage for the types of parties and lifestyle going on in Pablo’s loft.
The tale goes that Ferro suddenly found an upstairs to his loft and randomly decided to knock out
a wall in his closet to build an extra bathroom with a giant bathtub, then covered the walls and
ceiling with anti-fog mirrors (Goldgewicht).
While he was hosting these never-ending parties, Pablo continued to create title
sequences and trailers that we all still recognize half a century later. He had a talent for using his
many skills and knowledge of film, tv, animation, and editing to be able to create something new
and different each time. In a Glasstire article, Peter Lucas accurately sums up that
“[Pablo] was always concerned with creating visual compressions,
collisions, fragmentation, and layering. And he was dedicated to
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orchestrating these experiences with a vigor, winking humor, and teasing
tension that suggested much more than was actually on screen” (Lucas).
His understanding of the importance of timing, pacing, and spacing that came from his
years in animation and commercials allowed him to create at a level of conciseness that had not
been used in film before. Leonard Maltin, trusted film critic and historian, explains in the film
Pablo that “Pablo was in touch with changing times and tastes of the 60’s, key films that speak
for their time and eras” (Goldgewicht). This is a reason that his title sequences seemed to work
every time they were used in a film. This ability to keep “in touch” as times change explains how
both his commercial and film contributions became the new norm on more than one occasion.
It also explains why there are still ads, commercials, films, etc that copy his style of animation,
editing, and typography.
AIGA even had an article called “You’re Influenced by Film Title Designer Pablo Ferro
and You Probably Don’t Even Know It”. In this article Bonnie Siegler, founder of Eight and a
Half says that he influenced her before she even knew who he was. She admits that it all stems
from his Burlington Mills commercial. That intricate spot that aired for almost two decades
inspired at least one person to become a designer. In that same article, her partner Michael Bierut
points out that Ferro’s work on the title sequence for Dr. Strangelove inspired him to be a graphic
designer before he “even knew such people existed... [Ferro] showed that graphic film design
did not have to be slick to be powerful or effective.” And Dan Perri, designer of one of the most
famous film openings ever, the Star Wars opening crawl, states that Ferro’s work on films like
The Thomas Crowne Affair and Bullitt have always inspired him (Landekic).
In the second half of the 1960’s Pablo was brought in to help on two Steve McQueen
films. The first was The Thomas Crowne Affair. Pablo used mattes and multiple shots (for the
first time in a theatrical film) to create the chic, stylish opening and montage, also directed by his
pal, Norman Jewison. Another friend, Hal Ashby, was the editor of the film and was trying to cut
about 20 minutes out of the film for the director. The editor suggested Jewison give their friend
Ferro a shot at editing the title and montage using his quick-cut, multi-shot style. To accomplish
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the 60+ shot montage, Pablo used
a very intricate method of shooting
and reshooting manually. The
visual look is still recreated today,
obviously it is much more simple
to accomplish with technology...
but this is where it started. (Heller,
“Mr. Roughcut”) Because of the
success of The Thomas Crowne
Affair, Steve McQueen had Pablo
create the title sequence for Bullitt.
Pablo explains in the documentary
that he really had no time to come
up with ideas, so he cut the title
BULLITT out of paper and when
he met with McQueen, literally
just slowly moved it towards
McQueen’s face, showing that
you’d be able to see the footage
through the letters during the

Ferro’s understanding of being as concise as possible with time
and space stemmed from his background in comics and animation. This skill flowed right into the same concepts needed in film
and film editing. This coupled with his ability to use experimental
concepts in mainstream products made a perfect combination creating the montages for The Thomas Crowne Affair. To film each
part over and over with precise timing required Ferro’s patience
and skills. Being off by even a split second or few millimeters
meant starting each part completely over.

opening. He also said that all action was moving right to left, always moving (Ferro). This film
became the definition of “ultimate cool” at the end of the 60’s.
Pablo’s partying Hollywood lifestyle continued well into the end of the decade. He and
his friends bought new portable cameras and began filming in his loft. It was all sex and drugs,
sex and drugs, sex and drugs. They were having parties where they hung out and shot footage,
then went upstairs and edited it. Then, one day, while Ferro was waiting for the shoot to begin
there was a knock at the door. When Pablo answered it, it wasn’t any of his film or orgy friends.
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Instead, he was shot point blank in the neck. Rushed to the hospital, he was placed on life
support and read his last rites but surprisingly he did not die. Afterwards, his friends took him to
the Virgin Islands for a few weeks in 1970 to recuperate. Yet when they asked, he always said he
didn’t know who shot him. Assumptions were made connecting the shooting to his wild parties,
past, drugs, etc. With the notoriety of this incident, his reputation was called into question in
Hollywood circles (Goldgewicht).
Although some Hollywood directors might have been reluctant to hire Ferro after the
shooting, by this time, his oft-collaborator and close friend Hal Ashby became a director and was
quick to bring Pablo on to assist on all of his projects. He always had something for Pablo to do
– edit, titles, campaign, trailer. Pablo seemed to have steady work, assisting in several capacities
on Harold and Maude (1971), Last Detail (1973), Bound for Glory (1973), and Shampoo (1975).
Even Kubrick called him back to help with the trailer for A Clockwork Orange. Pablo said in
an interview that he watched the film and it haunted him. He was thinking about it and at some
point, he heard the William Tell Overture. The rhythm and timing of the song worked perfectly
for the maniacal, quick, disorienting trailer for the film (Ferro).
As their careers and strong friendship surged, Pablo and Hal Ashby were hired in 1981
by the Rolling Stones to direct their tour film. However, around this time the industry began to
question Ashby’s drug use. In 1988 Ashby died of pancreatic cancer, which had spread to much
of his body. Many of the close friends from Pablo’s loft years came by and spent time with Hal
toward the end of his life. They said that Pablo was there in Hal’s Malibu home almost every day
until the end, knowing how much he owed his friend for always being there for him and he made
sure to return the favor (Goldgewicht).
During the 1990’s through 2011, Pablo and his daughter became somewhat close again
when she came to live with him and she began helping him get work as his manager and agent
(Ferro). He also began to speak at lectures, events, and colleges about his experience in design
and film. Regular work returned; he created the title sequences for Beetlejuice (1988), The
Addams Family and its sequel (1991, 1993), Philadelphia (1993), That Thing You Do (1996),
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Hope Floats (1998), Psycho remake (1998), and quite a few others. In 1998 four films he worked
on won Oscars – Good Will Hunting, As Good as it Gets, Men in Black, and LA Confidential,
which brought the total number of Academy Award-winning films he had worked on to 12.
And in 2009 he was an AIGA Medalist recipient “...for introducing narrative and nonlinear
dimensions to design for films, changing our visual expectations and demonstrating the power of
design to enhance storytelling.”
At the time of filming the documentary Pablo, he was moving out of his house and
transitioning into a new life in his son’s garage in Arizona, which had been converted into an
apartment. There are a few small scenes where he and his son are trying to come up with a
way to build Pablo an enclosed sauna. Due to aches and pains caused by the scarring from the
gunshot wound, Pablo “needed” to spend 2 to 3 hours a day laying down in the sauna on a very
limited budget. Toward the end of the documentary, there is a scene where Pablo is using a
lightbox and paper cutter to hand make business cards to hand out for his next meeting before he
gets his robe on and climbs into his new large outdoor sauna (Goldgewicht). Six years later he
died of pneumonia complications on November 16, 2018 at the age of 83.
Over the decades, Pablo Ferro and his trademark style have influenced generations of
designers, filmmakers, and advertisers. More often than not, these creatives had little to no
knowledge of who this man was or his story. He did not grow up with a stereotypical childhood,
followed by a college education and a steady career path in his design field. Ferro embraced his
ability to take his experimental, off-the-cuff ideas and use them in mainstream commercials and
films. It was what made him and his work stand out. This even led to his work becoming the
new standard, resulting in obvious copying of his style more than once. Not bad for a Cuban
immigrant with no formal training or education.
Ferro, in every aspect of his life, followed his own strange and unique path. He was able
to take a love for animation and end up creating some of the most recognizable commercials and
film opening sequences. Not only that, but this identifiable work spans half a century, from his
animated NBC peacock to his title design used in all versions of Men in Black films.
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In the latter part of his life, it was encouraging to see organizations like AIGA
acknowledge Ferro’s lifelong contributions and achievements in the field of design. Ferro’s
message and personal stories were also able to be passed on to students and professionals
when universities and organizations brought him in to speak. Pablo Ferro’s message to never
stop moving forward mentally and physically is advice meant for more than just designers and
creative individuals. He trusted his instincts and was always using his sketches and creative
vision to express his ideas, no matter how “out there” they seemed at the time (yet now could be
considered the norm). His humble beginnings of drawing comics and cartoons helped him grasp
the concepts of space and timing very early in his career. He reminded us that even some simple
hand-drawn letterforms can set the tone for a film within seconds when paired with the proper
visuals and audio. His attention to time-consuming detail, as he demonstrated in the editing
of The Thomas Crowne Affair montages and the Burlington Mills segment, showed his desire
for perfection and devotion to design. The latter project, though only a ten-second animation,
most likely took over a hundred hours but was seen at the end of every Burlington ad for over
twenty years. His body of work encompassed comics, animation, commercials, design, and
film-making. He was capable of taking his creative vision and style and translating it into each
one of these areas, even overlapping them occasionally. When Stanley Kubick recruited Pablo
for Dr. Strangelove, neither realized the long-term effect this would have. Ferro was able to take
film openings and trailers and use his design skills to craft and transform how generations of
designers saw type, animation, and lettering.
As seen at the opening of this paper, Ferro’s love for quirky hand lettering is what most of
us immediatley recognize. Now, no matter what your age, you know that at some point you have
seen Pablo’s work at least once and know that it was created from the mind of an eccentric, red
scarf-wearing, drug orgy hosting gypsy.
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